


DRINKWARE
The YETI Rambler® family is tough as hell, and will keep your drinks as cold (or hot) as 

science allows. With 18/8 stainless steel construction, double-wall vacuum insulation, and 
No Sweat™ Design, they’re perfect for the deer lease, cleaning table, or just the down time in 
between your outdoor exploring. Find the Rambler Tumbler, Bottle, or Colster®, that's right 

for your next adventure.

RAMBLER 10 OZ WINE TUMBLER
While most things are better outdoors,
it’s especially true of wine. But that simple pleasure
demanded some serious engineering to ensure no
pool deck, happy hour, or boat is hampered by broken
glass. Now, enjoying your wine in the wild is simultaneously
hard core and laid back. *Lid not Included.

YRAMWINE
$34.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint

RAMBLER 12 OZ WITH HOTSHOT CAP
On-the-go caffeine enthusiasts, meet the ultimate drinking vessel 
for filling up and hitting the road. While this 12 oz. Bottle is 
conveniently light, it holds more than enough joe to jump-start 
your day, whether you're gearing up for an early morning trip or 
need an energy boost before a day outdoors. Why we're giving 
this Rambler extra kudos? It's topped with a unique, 360-drinking, 
100% leakproof HotShot Cap that lives up to its name by letting you 
sip from any side while locking in piping-hot temperatures for hours 
on end.

YRAMCOLCAN
$34.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint

RAMBLER 14 OZ MUG
The YETI Rambler® 14 oz. Mug is the toughest, 
most over-engineered camp mug out there. Unlike 
traditional camp mugs, this double-wall vacuum-insulated 
body protects hands from hot or cold contents while 
keeping coffee, chili, oatmeal, you name it. The mug's 
wide opening means contents are easily accessible, but 
will cool quicker. That's why the mug comes with the 
standard Rambler 30 oz. Lid. Also compatible with the 
Rambler 30 oz. MagSlider Lid.

YRAM14
$34.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint
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RAMBLER 10 OZ LOWBALL
The Yeti® Rambler™ 10 oz. Lowball is the ideal drinking 
companion. The Lowball's double-wall vacuum insulation 
will keep your hot drinks hot, and your cold drinks cold 
longer than standard drinkware. Enjoy your evening 
whiskey by the fire, and refill with coffee the next morning. 
Then throw your Lowball in the dishwasher, lid and all - 
Standard Lids come included, but it also pairs well with the 
MagSlider™ Lid, so you can add it at any time. Available in 
stainless and DuraCoat™ colors.

YRAM10
$29.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint

RAMBLER 20 OZ TUMBLER
Any tumbler that's coming along for the ride needs to be 
tough enough to keep up. Our Rambler® 20 oz. is made 
from durable stainless steel with double-wall vacuum 
insulation to protect your hot or cold beverage at all costs. 
While the magnet on the included MagSlider™ Lid adds an 
additional barrier of protection for keeping drinks contained 
and preventing heat or cold from escaping, please note - this 
magnet component is not leakproof and will not prevent spills. 
Available in stainless and DuraCoat™ colors.

YRAM20
$39.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint

RAMBLER 30 OZ TUMBLER
The Rambler® 30 oz. is the tumbler that gets you through the 
day. Your morning brew stays hot, and your iced coffee will 
stay cold - so take your time. Kitchen-grade stainless steel 
with double-wall vacuum insulation will protect your drink at 
all costs. While the magnet on the included MagSlider™ Lid 
adds an additional barrier of protection for keeping drinks 
contained and preventing heat or cold from escaping, please 
note - this magnet component is not leakproof and will not 
prevent spills. Available in stainless and DuraCoat™ colors that 
won't peel, fade, or crack.

YRAM30
$44.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint
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RAMBLER 18 OZ BOTTLE WITH CHUG CAP
The Rambler® 18 oz. Bottle is a necessary addition to 
your morning hikes, kayak trips, and daily commutes. 
This tough bottle is double-wall vacuum insulated to 
keep your water cold until the last sip and comes standard 
with the Chug Cap. With a quick twist, the TripleHaul™ 
handle comes off, exposing our shatter-resistant, dishwasher 
safe spout that allows for controlled gulps on the go. When it's 
time for a wash or refill, remove the entire cap to expose the 
bottle's wide mouth. Separate your Rambler from the herd with 
your choice of stainless and DuraCoat™ finishes.

YRAM18CHUG
$39.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint

RAMBLER 26 OZ BOTTLE WITH CHUG CAP
The Rambler® 26 oz. Bottle is the goldilocks of our bottle line, 
perfect all day, every day. With a quick twist, the TripleHaul™ 
handle comes off, exposing our shatter-resistant, dishwasher 
safe spout that allows for controlled gulps on the go. When it's 
time for a wash or refill, remove the entire cap to expose the 
bottle's wide mouth. Available in durable stainless and DuraCoat™ 
finishes, the double-wall vacuum insulation means you're drink 
stays cold (or hot)no matter where the journey takes you.

YRAM26CHUG
$49.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint

RAMBLER 36 OZ BOTTLE WITH CHUG CAP
The Rambler® 36 oz. Bottle is designed for a life in the wild. 
Scorching days on the ranch and keeping you hydrated through 
rugged terrain are this bottle's calling, second only to keeping 
your drinks icy cold or perfectly hot. With a quick twist, the 
TripleHaul™ handle comes off, exposing our shatter-resistant, 
dishwasher safe spout that allows for controlled gulps on the go. 
When it's time for a wash or refill, remove the entire cap to expose 
the bottle's wide mouth. Find a color that calls to you. These big 
bottles are available in stainless and DuraCoat™ finishes.

YRAM36CHUG
$59.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint
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RAMBLER 16 OZ COLSTER TALL
Our 16 oz. size is a perfect fit for bigger cans (like craft beers), 
keeping the last sips as good as the first. Our new Load-and-Lock™ 
Gasket requires an easy quarter-turn to secure your drink in place. 
And just like the original, double-wall vacuum insulation is how 
your drink stays icy cold, so you can enjoy a cold craft brew even 
when the sun's blazing.

YRAMCOLTALL
$39.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint

RAMBLER 12 OZ COLSTER SLIM
Our new 12 oz. slim design, ideal for keeping hard seltzers icy 
cold while hanging out on the hottest days. Double-wall vacuum 
insulation and No Sweat™ Design keep your hands dry, and the 
updated Load-and-Lock™ Gasket only requires an easy quarter-turn 
to secure your drink in place.

YRAMCOLSLIM
$34.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint
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RAMBLER 12 OZ COLSTER
Our standard 12 oz. Can Insulator is the original 
beverage sleeve that launched the product line. 
Keep classic 12 oz. cans and bottles chilled with 
double-wall vacuum insulation while kicking back on
the boat, at camp, or wherever good times are going down. 
Plus our newly evolved Load-and-Lock™ Gasket needs just a 
quarter-turn to secure your can.

YRAMCOLCAN
$34.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint
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RAMBLER JR 12 OZ KIDS BOTTLE
Rambler Jr. is a small-and-mighty kids bottle over-engineered 
for your little wild ones. This 12 oz. powerhouse inherited 
double-wall vacuum insulation from its Rambler predecessors, 
carrying on the family legacy by locking in ice-cold water through 
backyard campouts and breaks between tag. As a well-deserved 
convenience for you, we made sure its Straw Cap (which comes 
included by the way) is leak resistant when closed and both the 
bottle and cap are dishwasher safe. Plus, it's engineered with a 
super strong, stainless steel armor that won't flinch through 
bumps and drops on account of slippery hands.

YRAMCOLCAN
$39.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint
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DURACOAT COLORS
ColoredYETI Rambler® Tumblers are here. These colored YETI cups won’t peel or 
crack through extended use and are covered through the duration of the Rambler 

warranty.
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STANDARD COLORS
Black

Navy

Seafoam

White

SPRING 2020 COLORS
Coral

Pacific Blue

Chartreuse

*Seasonal colors are limited, and not all seasonal
colors are available for customization.
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STAINLESS DRINKWARE 
IMPRINT AREAS
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DURACOAT DRINKWARE 
IMPRINT AREAS
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ROADIE 20
The YETI Roadie® is BYOB’s new best friend. Its 
ColdLock™ Gasket is built just like the Tundra’s, so 
ice stays colder longer. With its compact body and 
rotomolded construction, this small but mighty outdoor 
cooler is ready to hit the road, whether you’re in for a 
day of tailgating or kicking back at the ranch.

YRDE20
$199.99
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HARD COOLERS
YETI Tundra® coolers are the stuff of legends. They're built for whatever Mother

Nature throws their way, which is surprisingly a long list of incredibly dangerous creatures and
weather patterns. But no sweat — these outdoor coolers are more than up for the challenge.

From the backcountry to the BBQ get-together, your YETI Tundra is ready for any
and every outdoor adventure.

TUNDRA 45 
The YETI Tundra® 45 combines versatility with durability. 
This premium cooler is infused with that legendary YETI 
toughness - a durable rotomolded construction and up 
to two inches of PermaFrost™ Insulation. Which is to say 
it's built to last and will keep your contents ice-cold even 
in sweltering conditions, like a triple-digit summer day in 
central Texas. No bowing, cracking, or melting here. Note: 
This Tundra cooler comes with one dry goods basket.

YTUN45
$299.99

TUNDRA 35
The YETI Tundra® 35 is the right size for personal hauls 
or food for a small crew. It boasts up to three inches of 
PermaFrost™ Insulation and a rugged rotomolded 
construction for optimum adventure performance. And 
it fits nicely in an inner tube, making it the perfect, 
portable cooler to take tubing down the river. Note: This 
Tundra cooler comes with one dry goods basket.

YTUN35
$249.99
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TUNDRA 65
Our coolers are at home on the dock, at the ranch, in the 
blind, or on the boat, and the Tundra® 65 is no exception. 
It's our most versatile cooler, just as adept at keeping your 
catches cold in the field as it is storing the drinks and food 
for your backyard barbecue. This ice chest is plenty roomy 
and can hold a limit of redfish or your prized brisket without 
breaking a sweat.

YTUN65
$349.99

TUNDRA HAUL
YETI Nation spoke and we listened. Our first-ever YETI cooler 
on wheels is the answer to taking Tundra's® legendary 
toughness and unmatched insulation power the extra mile. 
And nothing was sacrificed in the making of this cold-holding 
powerhouse, ensuring the Haul™ lives up to the Tundra name. 
The Tundra® Haul™ is now the toughest cooler on two wheels.

YTUNH50
$399.99

SILO 6G
The YETI® Silo® 6G is what a water cooler should be: a 
hardworking hydration station that keeps water cold for hours, 
tough enough to take a tumble, and built to deliver more than 
just drops at a time. With these critical qualities in mind, we 
called upon the legendary cold-holding power and rotomolded 
armor of the Tundra® and fused it with an ultra-strong spigot to 
create a remarkably insulated, quick-to-pour, easy-to-clean 
powerhouse of a water cooler.

YSIL6G
$299.99
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TANK 85
Protect your beverages from unwanted warm 
temperatures. The YETI TANK® 85 is a 20.6-gallon, 
party-ready ice tub that’s as armored as its namesake. 
Our patented insulation keeps your drinks or food frosty, 
while the durable rotomolded design and military-grade 
nylon handles let you carry it into action over and over, 
wherever a cold one is needed. It can hold up to 60 
longnecks, 51 blue crabs, 24 mullet & menhaden, 98 slices 
of watermelon, 20 gallons of trash can punch, or 2 bushels 
of oysters. No matter how wild your next tailgate, fish fry, 
clam bake, or backyard barbecue, the YETI TANK is up 
to the challenge.

YTNK85
$249.99

LOADOUT GOBOX 30
Having your equipment accessible and protected is 
non-negotiable for almost any pursuit—and yet typical 
gear cases aren’t built to stand up to the demands of the 
outdoors, and lack organizational capabilities. The YETI 
alternative is the LoadOut GoBox™ Gear Case. It’s 
waterproof, dustproof, stackable, and meant to store your 
must-have tools until you need to get up and go. Built to 
be nearly indestructible, the ultra-portable gearbox can 
endure seasons in the sun, negative temps in the field, and 
the daily abuse of being lugged in and out of the truck, the 
boat, and the blind. Accessories included: Divider, Caddy, 
and Pack Attic™. Please note: this product is not a cooler.

YLOTGOBOX30
$249.99
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F A T W A L L ™  D E S I G N
Extra-thick walls hold up to two inches of 
insulation for unmatched ice retention.

GO ALL OUT

T - R E X ™  L I D  L A T C H E S
Heavy-duty rubber latches are made 
with patented technology so you’ll 
never see another busted latch.

W H I T E

T A N

S E A F O A M

R O T O M O L D E D  C O N S T R U C T I O N
Makes it armored to the core and 
virtually indestructible.

P E R M A F R O S T ™  I N S U L A T I O N
Pressure-injected commercial-grade 
polyurethane foam in the walls and 
lid makes sure your ice stays ice.

S E A S O N A L ( W H E N  A V A I L A B L E )

Give your customers the opportunity to take their YETI to 

the next level with Custom YETI Coolers. Custom YETI logos 

are durable and will not peel or fade once bonded. Our tried-

and-true logo application process ensures the logo will last 

a lifetime.

Roadie® 20

Tundra 65

Tundra® 35

Tank 85 Silo™ 6G

Tundra 45

Tundra® Haul™

HARD GOODS T E C H N O L O G Y
AVA I L A B L E C O L O R S :

HARD GOODS
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HARD COOLERS
IMPRINT AREAS
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BOOMER 4 DOG BOWL
Our customer-favorite Boomer Dog Bowl now comes in a 
smaller pawprint. This four-cup bowl is built for the smaller 
adventure companions who still require the same rugged 
durability and smart, non-slip design. As for you, we made 
sure it's dishwasher safe and engineered with the same 
double-wall, non-insulated stainless steel so it's just as 
durable, easy to clean, and resistant to rust and 
roughhousing.

BOOMER4
$49.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint
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DOG BOWLS
Designed to be as dependable and adventurous as your best friend. It holds refreshing water 

and tasty treats, and built with double-wall, non-insulated
stainless steel making it incredibly durable.

BOOMER 8DOG BOWL
Meet Boomer™. A YETI Dog Bowl designed to be as 
dependable and adventurous as your best friend. It holds 
eight cups of refreshing water and tasty treats, and built 
with double-wall, non-insulated stainless steel making it 
incredibly durable, easy to clean, and resistant to rust and 
roughhousing. When they’ve successfully licked Boomer 
clean, just throw it in the dishwasher, because time is better 
spent on the boat, duck hunting, or exploring new trails 
together.

BOOMER8
$59.99
*Includes a 1 location laser engraved imprint
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ORDER INFORMATION
To place your order please email your purchase order and camera ready artwork to
sales@impressionedge.com 
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GENERAL INFORMATION

IMPRINT INFORMATION
All drinkware and dog bowl prices include a one side, laser engraved imprint. A second side, 
laser engraved imprint can be added for an additional $10.00 per piece. There are no set up 
charges for drinkware and dog bowl orders. 

Drinkware and dog bowls can only be laser engraved. Laser engraving shows up silver on all 
duracoat colors, and black on stainless.

Hard sided coolers have a one time set up charge of $1,099.00 per color/per logo. 

Please see pages 8,9, and 15 of the catalog for imprint area information.

PAYMENT POLICY
All custom orders must be pre-paid in full before production begins.

RETURN POLICY
There are no returns on custom orders.

WARRANTY
All custom YETIs come with the Rambler 5-year limited warranty.

LEAD TIME
New drinkware orders take 15-20 business days plus transit time. 

New cooler orders take six to eight weeks plus transit time.

MINIMUM ORDER POLICY
Drinkware orders have a minimum order quantity of 24 per logo/design, and must be ordered
in increments of six. Drinkware colors can be mixed and matched to meet the minimum order
requirements; the minimum per color is six pieces.

Dog bowl minimum order quantity is three pieces, personalization is available.

Hard cooler minimum order quantity is 20 pieces per logo/design.

ARTWORK REQUIREMENTS
Please submit logos in camera ready artwork. Camera ready artwork is artwork in vector format 
(.eps, .ai, or .pdf file extension). Art charges may apply for artwork that needs to be adjusted, 
altered, or converted to vector art. We will set up straight copy or text at no charge, please 
specify this on your purchase order.
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All catalog pricing is MSRP. Please contact your Impression Edge Account
Manager to see your net pricing.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
CONTINUED

SHIPPING INFORMATION
Currently, we only ship to the lower 48 states inthe US. We cannot ship to PO, APO, or FPO 
boxes.

Ground shipping is included to one location if you meet the order requirements below.

CANCELLATION POLICY
Once the virtual proof has been approved, an order cannot be canceled.

PRICING
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